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Canadian Firms/Canadiau Values
Executive Summary

This paper sets out the policy implications of Canadian commercial activities in risky
states and assesses the policy options available to the Canadian govemrment to better
manage such activities. It is composed of tbree sections:

" Chapter 1 defines key ternis and addresses the foreign policy and the business
case for taking the issue of corporate involvemrent in risky states seriously.

" Chapter 2 outlines the strengths and weaknesses of the current Canadian
approach to this issue, surveying both corporate and governiment initiatives.

" Chapter 3 reviews seven policy options available to Govemnment. These are:

- Enhanced country briefings to potential. investors in risky states.
- Stronger codes of conduct
- Revise Canadian Business Corporation Act to make it easier to

bring shareholder resolutions related to social issues.
- Revise Income Tax Act to disallow deductions for business taxes

paid to human rights-violating regimes.
-Revise Special Economic Measures Act to permit human security-

related sanctions.
-Human rights-related regulation via Canadian securities exchanges
-Harmonize implementation of UN sanctions across OECD.

This paper is intended as the flrst step in a deliberative process. To that end it concludes
with a list of eight questions for discussion and reflection:

1. Do Canadian companies have a duty to reflect Canadian values in their operations
abroad? If so, which Canadian actors legitimately give voice to those values?

2. Does the responsibility of Canadian corporations extend beyond observing
Canadian and host-country laws and multilateral economic sanctions? If so, what
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Introduction

The recent controversy over Talisman Energy's investmnents ini an oit-pipeline project in
Sudan raised a number of important questions for Canadians. Should Canadian firms
invest in countries, such as Burma or Afghanistan, where significant portions of the
population suifer serious human rights abuses or threats to their personal security? Do
Canadian companies bear special responsibilities when operating in environents that are
the scene of bloody civil wars or brutal dictatorships? What is the role of the Canadian
government in ensring that Canadian firmns reflect Canadian values in their commercial
operations overseas?

Funded by the Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development and produced by
Canadian Business for Social Responsibility (CBSR), this discussion paper seeks to
address some of these larger issues. It is intended as a first step ini a deliberative process.
Specifically, it sets out some of the policy implications of Canadian commercial activities
in risky states and assesses some of the policy options available to the Canadian
governmnent to manage such activities.

This paper is composed of three chapters. The first chapter outlines the issues that this
paper seeks to address. The second chapter reviews the current policy landscape and the
legal instruments available to the Canadian governiTient to manage corporate involvement
in risky states. The third chapter reviews some of the policy options for enhancing the
capacity of governiment to deal with these issues. The paper concludes with a list of eîght
questions to serve as the basis for discussion and reflection.

This paper is intended to promote discussion and provoke comment. Please disseminate
this document as widely as possible. To receive additional copies of this document
contact Canadian Business for Social Responsîbility [(604) 323-2714].





Chapter 1
Outlining the Issues

I this chapter we define our termns and outline the foreign policy and business case for
taking corporate involvement in risky states seriously as a public policy issue.

Definitions

For the purposes of this study, a 'rislcy state' is defined as onie ini which a significant
portion of the population faces unacceptably liigh levels of personal tbreat froin
governient actors, froin nominally-independent but govemmient-sanctioned actors, or
because a government persistently fails to maintain even minimal public order.

On thec basis of this definition, fourteen 'risky states' have been identified:

Afghanistan, Algeria, Angola, Burina (Myanmar), Burundi, Columbia, the
Democratic Repiublic of Congo, Iran, Iraq, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,
Libya, Sierra Leone, Sudan, and Syria.1

Altliough adrnittedly su~bjective, this definition aims to highIight those countries in whi(
even a minimal level of human security is absent. The intention here is to throw thec



a Minerai- or petrochemical-related exploration, testing, or surveying.

'Corporate Compllcityl'

Signatories to the govenient-sponsored Code of International Ethics for Canadian
Businesses undertake flot to be 'complicit in hurnan rights abuses'. But nowhere in that
code is the notion of corporate complicity defined. The Anierican-based group Human
Rights Watch has the following useful discussion:

Complicity occurs ini several cases.
" First, when corporations benefit from the failure of govermment to enforce

human rights standards.
" Second, when corporations are involved in systematic violations of rights and

the state, aware of such violations, fails to meet its obligations under
international hurnan rights law...

" Third, when a company facilitates or participates in govemmnent human rights
violations.2

The Canadian Lawyers Association for International Human Rights (CLAIHR) adds that
corporate complicity extends to cover those acts that increase human rivhts-abusin2



principled, public, and prudent strategy for mitigating the human rights impacts of
Canadian corporate activities in risky states.

2. Second, Minister of Foreign Affairs Lloyd Axworthy'bas championed the notion of
human security as the guiding principle of Canadian diplomacy in the post-Cold War
world. This inspiring vision has led to some real successes in Canadian diplomacy,
most notably i the Ottawa Convention banning landniines. However, leadership of
the human security agenda is difficuit to sustain when the Govemmnent is placed on
the defensive by the activities of private Canadian firms.

3. The difficulties that Canadian diplomacy has laboured under i dealing with these
issues are self-imposed. The Government's 1991 Canada in the World policy
statement identified three key objectives for Canadian foreign policy: the promotion
of prosperity and employment for Canadians, the protection of Canadian security, and
the projection of Canadian values and culture abroad. The issue of Canadian
commercial activities i risky states stands at the point of maximal interference
between these three pillars of Canadian foreign policy. To date, the Canadian
government bas responded to conflicts amongst these three objectives in an ad hoc
fashion. Canada's reputation at home and abroad has suffered as a consequence of
the resulting incoherence.

4. Fourth, and finally, media reporiing on private commercial activities in risky states
bas the potential to sap Canadians' support for global economic engagement and
provides potent ammunition to globalization's more strident critics. As a trading
nation, Canada's economic interests are well served by an expanding, open, rule-
based international economic order. I the wake of public protests against the WTO
negotiations in Seattle, there can be no more important public policy issue facing the
Canadian Government tham re-buildig trust i its capacity to manage economic
globalization to the benefit ofOCanadians and the world. Dealing eneretcally with
the issue ofOCanadian conmnercial activîties in risky states would send a strong signal
that the Canadian Roverniment takes the social legitimacy of globalization seriously.



Companies engage in mneasures to promote social responsibility for a nuinher of reasons.

In addition to the personal value systems of their owners and managers, Canadian

companies increasingly recognize reputation as an important (if intangible) strategic asset

that can have a profound impact on their competitive success. Business leaders

understand the advantages that flow from operatmng ini a manner that is consistent with the

values of their customers and their employees.

The Canadian public strongly values corporate accountability. In a recent cross-national

survey, only 11 % of Canadians polled agreed with a narrow view of corporate social

responsibility ('making a profit, paying taxes, employing people and obeying ail laws')

whereas 43% of Canadians chose an expanded notion of corporate responsibilities ('to

exceed all laws, set a bigher ethical standard, and help build a better society for ail') and

45% thought a company's responsibilities fell somewhere between these two extremes.

Over $4 billion is currently invested in socially and/or environmentally screened mutual

funds, and Canadians are amongst the most willing i the world to punish firms for

perceived violations of social values. Opinion leader research suggests that these



Although it is true that economnic development is a key ingredient to enhancing human
security, it does flot follow that economie engagement in itself reduces civil conflict in
risky states. Recent reports - investigatiag in detail the diamond industry in Sierra Leone
and the oil industries ini Angola and Nigeria - have demonstrated conclusively that
foreign investment in risky states can prolong conflict and exacerbate human securîty.8

Moreover, to criticize economic sanctions as a whole is inappropriate here. Some
sanctions work better than others. lIn particular, research indicates that investmnent
sanctions are far more sustaiable and far more likely to be effective than are trade
sanctions. Lt should also be borne in mind that the target of sanctions contemplated by
human rights activists are Canadian firms that are complicit in human rights abuses, not
states as a whole.

The 'sanctions vs. constructive engagement' dobate misses the point because it focuses
on state-to-state relations rather than the activitici of individual firms. In contrast, this
report frcuses on how the Canadian <3overnment oaa respond to concerns over individual
projects and paxticular buiess practices. There are good projeets in 'bad' states, as well
as bad projects i 'good' sae. The term 'risky state' was chosen advisedly. Firmns
operating ia these sttsare most at risk oftlanding Imeves complicit in gross
violations of hunman rights. Lt is not necessarily the case that the very presence of the firmn



Chapter 2
Current Canadian Policy

What follows is a brief description of the current policy landscape. It covers both what

the Canadian government does to encourage responsible commercial activities in risky

states and initiatives that have emerged froxn witlhin the corporate sector.

Corporate Initiatives

There is no 'cthics deficit' for the majority of Canadian firms. Most Canadian compn

involved in risky states conduct their operations ethically. Even firms that appear



The government has sought to encourage Canadian firms to conduot their commercial
activities ini risky states so as to avoid complicity in three main ways. First, the
government has played a leadership role in setting the tone of public discourse on matters
of corporate social responsibility. A higli point i this process of public exhortation
occurred when 1n1997 the Govemrment endorsed the Code of International Ethics for
Canadian Companies. But as the Talisman Energy case clearly illustrates, moral suasion
bas flot proved adequate in itself to, alter the behaviour of Canadian firms.' 0

The second avenue of influence lies through the Department of Foreign Affairs and
International Trade (DFAIT), which provides investor briefings to Canadian flrmns on an

ongomng basis. These briefings cover a wide range of information on the climate for

doing business i particular states, and include human rights-related information where it
is deemed relevant. In interviews conducted for this discussion paper, business opinion
appeared mixed on the utility of these information-brokering activities. Some viewed
UFAIT with suspicion, whereas others have found it a valuable source of information.
Oue thing is clear: firms have to be independently motivated to take human rights-related
considerations seriously for this avenue of influence to operate with effect. There is littie
if any formaI linkage between human-rights record of specifie firmns and government-
provided services to companies investing overseas such as export promotion,
participation in Team Canada trade missions, and political risk insurance.

Third, there are a number of Canadian statutes relating to economic sanctions. Sanctions



2. where Cabinet is of the opinion that a grave breach of international peace and
security has occurred that has resulted, or is likely to result, in a serious
international crisis.

The problem is the phrase 'grave breach of international peace and
defined (though still-tenuous) meaning in international law. Currer
the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade cleave t<
interpretation of this clause, holding that 'breach of international pe

This narrow

, which has a

,retation is unfortunate. Not only is it out of keeping
Act, it also puts Canada out of step with its major



Chapter 3
Policy Options: The Menu for Choice

No single recommendation is likely to provide a sufficient improvement to the capacity
of the Canadian Governent to respond to Canadian commercial activities in risky states.
A public, prudent and principled policy for managing such activities is likely to require a
comprehensîve package of reforms. What follows is a brief description of some of the
policy initiatives that might be recommended as part of that package.

Proposai #1: Enhanced Country Briefings

The Canadian government should produce a series of country-by-country 'human
security reports'. The emphasis should be on creating, in collaboration with academics,



Ideally, codes of conduct should be appropriate to external monitoring and verification,

and private firms or non-govemmental groups must be willing and able to undertake such

monitoring activities. The Goveniment of Canada should promote the emergence of a

social auditing industry in Canada with the capacity to monitor corporate activities in

risky states. To this end, Government procurement, investmnent mnsurance, embassy or

business promotion support, as well as other benefits, should be made conditional. on

adherence to an externally monitored code of conduct.

Research has shown that voluntary codes of conduct are most effective where the

government retains some form of enforcement power to, sanction firms for persistent and

gross non-compliance. Voluntary codes of conduct and possible regulatory measures are

therefore flot alternatives to one another but should be seen as parallel initiatives. The

next three proposals suggest different ways to create material incentives for firms to

manage their international partnerships ethically.



Aithough this appears to be a logical approach to reducing the incentives for corporations
to operate in states where systematic violations of human rights take place, there are reai
disadvantages to this proposai. Most importantly, it is unlikely that the Govennent
would be able to sunimon the political will to create and maintain a list of countries
deemed to fali below minimum standards of human security. Nor would such a list be
expedient from a foreign policy perspective. Nevertheless, it is a proposai that deserves
further study and discussion.

Proposai #5: Revise Special Economic Measures Act.

The majority of Canadian firms operating in risky states manage their commercial
activities ethicaiiy. But there are some firms that operate in a manner wholiy out of
keeping with Canadian values. It is in the interests of Canadians, and those Canadian
firmns that do behave responsibly, that the Government has at its disposai legai means for
sanctioning such firms.

Therefore, the Government of Canada should broaden the interpretation of thc Special
Economic Measures Act. In particular, the Minister for Foreign Affairs should draft
amendments to the Act to clarify the circumstances in which Cabinet may impose
measures unilaterally. In particular, the amended Act should confirmn that Cabinet is able
to act where there are grave breaches of human rights and human security in a country.' 3



sign agreements with sanctioned regimes. European countries, in contrast, tend to permit
contracts to be ncgotiated and signed (though presumably do not permit the goods and
services covered by those agreements to b. transacted). Canada takes a middle position,
pcrmitting the negotiation of contracts with sanctioned regimes but not their finatization.

This variation affords sanctioned regimes opportunities to exert 'reverse linkage' --

makig cmmerialdeals contingent on the foreign policy behaviour of home
governmeuts in an effort to create anti-sanctions lobbies in major Western states. A
diplomatic initiative, perhaps within the OECD, to hannonize implementation of
international sanctions would both 'kevel the playing field' for national firms and reduce
opportunities for sanctioned regimes to play responsible members of the international



Questions for Diseu ssionlReflectio n

The following questions are intended bo stimulate discussion and guide yc
on the issues presented ini ibis paper. There are no 'right' answers.

9. Do Canadian companies have a duty bo refleet Canadian values in
abroad? If so, wbich Canadian actors legitimately give voice bo th

10. Dots the responsibility of Canadian corporations extend beyoud ol
Canadian and host-coimtry laws and multilateral çconomic sanctio
are thest responsibilities?

Il. I the pust, multinational corporations have been aceused of exces:
interference in hosi country politios. Do public expressions of con

human rights violations i host countries amount bo 'political inter

12. I{ow should we define 'corporate oomplicity' ihm rights abui
country govenunents?

13. What would make you decide not bo dobusiness in a paiticular cot



Appendix A
Sample Codes of Conduct

This appendix sets out the provisions of three codes of conduot for international
businesses. The first was produced in consultation with major Canadian corporations in
response to government cails for such an international code of etbics. The second is the
'global compact', a set ofunine principles set out by UiN Secretary-General Kofi Annan at
the 1999 Davos sunimit. Although generally worded i the abstract, these principles are
tightly linked to existing international legal instruments. This is also the strength of the
third standard lncluded below, SA 8000. SA 8000 has been included to illustrate featares
that characterize a code of condnct designed with external verification in mind.



*Our principles will assist ini improving relations between the Canadian and host
govemnments

*Open, honest and transparent relationships are critical to our success
*Local communities need to be involved in decision-making for issues that affect

them
*Multistakeholder processes need to be initiated to seek effective solutions
*Confrontation should be tempered by diplomacy

" Wealth maximization for aIl stakeholders will be enhanced through the resolution
of human rights and social justice issues

" Doing business with other countries is good for Canada and vice versa

Values

We value:

" Htunan rights and social justice
" Wealth maxiniization for ail stakeholders
" Operation of a free market economy
" A business environent which mitigates against bribery and corruption
" Public accountability by goveniments
" A defined code of ethics and business practice
" Protection of environental quality and sound environmental stewardship
" Community benefits
" Good relationsbips with stakeholders
" S;tahilitv and continuous improvement within our operating environnient



C. Concerning Business Conduot, we will:

" Not make illegal and improper payments and bribes and will refrain from
participating ini any corrupt business practices

" Comply with ail applicable Iaws and conduct business activities in a
transparent fashion

" Ensure contractors', suppliers' and agents' activities are consistent with
these principles

D. Conceniing Employees' Rights and Health & Safety, we will:

" Ensure health and safety of workers is protected
* Strive for social justice and promote freedom of expression in the

workplace
" Ensure consistency with universally accepted labour standards, including



Principle 6: the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation.

Environment

The Secretary-General asks world business to:

Principle 7: support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges;
Principle 8: undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility; and
Principle 9: encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally ftiendly
technologies.

Example 3:

1. Purpose and



ILO Convention 159 (vocational rehabilitation and employmnentl disabled persons)

ILO Convention 177 (home work)
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child

3. Definitions

1. Definition of company: the entirety of any organization or business entity
responsible for implementing the requirements of this standard including al.
personnel (i.e.directors, executives, management, supervisors, non-managei
staff, whether directly employed, contracted, or otherwise representing the
company).

2. Definition of supplier: a business entity wbich provides the company with î
and/or services integral to, and utilized in/for, the production of the compan
goods and/or services.

3. Definition of a sub-contractor: a business entity in the supply chain which,



4. Social Accountability Requirements

1. Child Labour

Criteria:

1.1 The company shall fot engage ini or support the use of child labour as
defined above;

1.2 The company shall establish, document, mamntain, and effectively
conimunicate to personnel and other interested parties policies and
procedures for remediation of children found to be working in
situations which fit the definition of child labour above, and shall
provide adequate support to enable such children to attend and remain
in school until no longer a child as defined above.

1.3 The company shahl establish, document, maintain, and effectively
communicate to personnel and other interested parties pohicies and
Drocedures for promotion of education for children covered under ILO



3.2 The company shall appoint a senior management representative
responsible for the health and safety of ail personnel, and accounitable
for the implementation of the health and safety elements of this
standard;

3.3 The company shall ensure that ail personnel receive regular and

recorded health and safety training, and that such training is repeated
for new and reassigned personnel;

3.4 The company shahl establish systems to detect, avoid, or respond to

potential threats to the heahth and safety of ahi peronel;
3.5 The company Ihl provide, for use by ahi personnel, clean bathrooms,

accsto potable water, and, if aporte, saiayfacilities for food

3.6 The cmay shall ensure that, if provided for pesne, dormitory
facihities are clean, safé, and nwet the basic nesof the personnel.

4. Fedmof AscainndRight to Collective Bargaining



6. Disciplinary Practices

Criteria:

6.1 The company shall fot engage in or support the use of corporal
punishment, mental or physical coercion, and verbal abuse.

7. Working Hours

Criteria:

shal flot, on a
irs per week and

)re than 48 hours per
Sper week, is flot



9.1 Top management shall define the company's policy for social
accountability and labour conditions to ensure that it:

a) includes a coinmitment to conform to ail requirements of
this standard;

b) mncludes a commitmnent to comply with national and other
applicable laws, other requirements to, which the company
subscribes, and to respect the international instruments an(
their interpretation (as listed in section 2);

c) includes a commitmnent to continuai improvement;
d) is effectively documented, implemented, maintained, and

communicated in an accessible and comprehensible form 1



b. training of new and/or temporary employees upon
hiring;

c. periodic training and awareness prograins for existing
employees ;

d. continuous monitoring of activities andi resuits to
demonstrate the effectiveness of systems implemented
to meet the company' s policy and the requirements of
this standard;

Control of Suppliers

9.6 The compax»' shall establish and maintain appropriate procedures to
evaluate and select suppliers based on their ability to meet the
requirements of this standard;

9.7 The company shall maintain appropniate records of suppliers'
conunitments to social accountability including, but flot limited to, the

(including



Outside Communication

9.11l The company shall establish and maintain procedures to conimunicate
regularly to ail interested parties data and other information regarding
performance against the requirements of this document, including, but
flot limited to, thec resuits of management reviews and monitoring
activities.

Access for Verification

9.12 Where required by contract the company shall provide reasonable
information and access to interested parties seeking to verify
conformance to thec requirements of this standard; where further
required by contract, similar information and access shall be afforded.
by flhc company's suppliers, and subcontractors tbrough thec
inrornoration of such a reauirement in the company's Purchasing



Appendix B
Special Economic Measures Act

The Special Economic Measures Act is an extremely comprehensive piece of legisiation.
The Governmnent's powers under the Act read as follows:

4.(2) Orders and regulations may be made pursuant to paragraph (1)(a) with respect to the
rip.,trirtinn nr nrnhihition of anv of the followinLa activities. whether carried out in or



Appendix C
Selected Resources on Corporate Social Responsibility

Books:

John Elkington, Cannibals with Forks: The Triple Bottom Line of 2J" Centuiy Business
(Gabriola Island: New Society Publishers, 1998).

John



Canadian

Canadian Business for Social Responsibility (CBSR)

Roundtable on
Firms/Canadian Values: Foreign Policy Implications of Business

Canadian Firms Operating in Risky States.
Vancouver, May 2"" 2000

ROUNDTABLE FINDINGS

Introduction
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Arguments for Government Action
In addition to the arguments put forward in the draft discussion paper, participants

noted the growing academic consensus that strong, rules-based civil society is a key
ingredient in economic growth and prosperity. This provides a reason why the Canadian
Government should act in promotmng good corporate citizenship abroad and a further
reason why businesses sec a long-termn interest in adopting corporate social responsibility
(CSR) policies. With this interpretation, human rights issues, human security problems
within 'failed states', and corruption issues can be grouped together as govemnance
failures that warrant international concern.

'Canadian Companies' versus 'Canadian-based Multinationals'
Some of the larger compamies represented at the roundtable noted an important

distinction between Canadian firms operating abroad and international firms that happen
to be headquartered in Canada. The issue raised was not so much a question of legal



3

behavior. The Canadian Goverunent has a role to play in articulating societal
expectations.

Competitive Realities
Getting into countries is an extremely competitive business for companies in the

extractive industries. Some companies won't go into risky areas because of the risk to
their reputations, but others will. The Governiment should ensure that firms talcing hunian
rights conimitments seriously are flot at a disadvantage.

Cali for Coherence
A great deal of discussion concerned the fundamental incoherence of Government

policy. Numerous examples were cited:
" the distance between words and action in the recent Talisman case;
* the fact that the Canadian Government portrays itself as a facilitator of NGO-
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firms that violate international standards. Enforcement actions, whether through a

modified Special Economic Measures Act or through some other legisiation, should be

reserved for bdiavior that is truly 'bcyoud the pale'. However, it was argued that

credible incentives are needed ini order to make voluntary approaches to compliance more

effective. There was significant NGO-husiness consensus on this point.

Canadian Policy - Sovereigu Rights, Sovereigu Rules
Somne concern was expressed over the apparent contradiction between an atvs

approach and Canada's strenuous objections to American attempts to impose unilateral,
extraterritorial sanctions on Canadian finus doing business in Cuba and Iran. Others

doubted tliat a small country like Caaacould make an effective diférne by acting

atone to impose sanctions on risky states. However, it was fretlyage htti a



The Govemmient should broaden and formalize stakeholder consultations on these issues.

*The Govenent should seek to identify and solicit input from firms that have
successfü.lly implemented corporate social responsibility policies.

*The Governmnent should convene regular multi-stakeholder meetings of NGOs,
businesses, and Goveniment officiais to discuss CSR expectations and methods of
implementation. These discussions should take place both in Canada and Iocally at
the embassy level.

*Anv industrv-wide consultations must incorporate dialogue with NGO groups to



more engaged in strategies to raise awareness and promote CSR within their industries.

This is especially imotati ternis of developing and implemeuting 1tnars he

Global Mining Initiative was mentioned as an example where this was happening, and the

'Responsible Care' program within the chenical industry was cited as a good niodel

because it involves monitoring by local communities. Anotherniodel mentioned was

business rewarding business through awards progranis lilce 'Ethics lu Action'.
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List of Roundtable Participants

Deborah Abbey
Financial Consultant, United Capital

Kathy Bourchier
Manager, Corporate Communications, Alcan

Peter Chapman
Task Force on Churches and Corporate Responsibility

Alex Currie
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For More Information Contact:

Debra Kerby
Executive Director, Canadian Business for Social Responsibility (CBSR)
R141 - 757 West Hastings Street - Suite 121
Vancouver, BC V6C lAi
Phone: (604) 323-2714
info@cbsr.bc.ca
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1. Introduction

The recent controversy over Talisman Energy's investment in an oul-pipeline projeet in
Sudan raised important questions for Canadians:

+ Should Canadian finns invest in countries, snob as Burna or Afghanistan, where
significant portions of the population suifer serious human rights abuses or threats
to their personal security?

+ Do Canadian companues bear special responsibilities when opertn in
environinents that are the scene of bloody civil wars or brutal dictatorships?

+ What is the role of the Canadian govemnment in ensuring that Canadian firms
reflect Canadian values in their commercial operations overseas?

This report, produced by Canadian Business for Social Responsibility (CBSR) ini
partnership with the Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development, argues that the
Government must do more to encourage Plohb2I c.nnntp. te lw], i t*1% o-*



5. There is a compelling 'market failure' argument for governmeflt intervention. At one

level, firms identify corporate social responsibility as a source of competitive
advantage and hence are willing to invest time and money to ensure a leadership

position. But at another level, private firmns need social legitimacy to operate
effectively both at home and abroad. This legitimacy is built up slowly over time, in

response to the concrete actions of ail companies working within a local area.

Because building this social legitimacy takes time and money and because it benefits

ail companies regardless of whether they have contributed to, it or not, there is a short.

mun incentive for companies to 'free ride' on the aura of social responsibility
established by other firms. This is especially true where governiance structures in host

-- cIr nr nninciii-frv'ç qunnIv chain makes it difficuit for





The Governent must do five thigs to respond to public coucerni i this area. It miust:

Champion...

...corporate social responsibility at home and abroad. The government needs to providi

real leadership at the bighest levels. Canadians would welcome a Prime Ministerial



engage in a constructive dialogue. Where public censure is inadequate to influence a
company, the Government should force a company to divest or otherwise penalize it.

Current legisiation is weak but flot totally impotent. In cases where a company bas
pubhicly expressed a commitment to a certain standard of behaviour and manifestly d(
flot meet that standard in its activities overseas the Governnient could bring regulator3
proceedings for nuisrepresentation under Section 52 of the Competition Act. While th]
an important legal avenue that Govermment should explore further, it does flot help in
cases where no such public commitmnent exists. Therefore, further legislation is
advisable. One possibility is to revise the Special Eccrnomic Measures Act. Alternativ
entirely new legisiation could be drafied. I either case the threat embodied ini the
legislation must be credible, flot because it will be used oflen but because this will ma
voluntarv aDDroaches to comnliance mnrP Pff-itixip



operating abroad amount to an assertion
ace are unacceptable.

iere is the Govenmcnt's
engage in corrupt practices or

4. Canadian firms would be at a disadvantage vis-à-vis their foreign competitors if
the goverilment were to take a more active approach on corporate citizenship
issues.

Response: Although true in somne cases, this generalization is unsound. For one thing,
Canadian firms face a less stringent domnestic regulatory and legal environnent than,
say, their Amnerican competitors. Moreover, a significant portion of Canadian firms

as weIl as curtailing the activities of 'rogue



Canadian businesses are by their ver>' nature 'apolitical' actors. For instance,
companies lobby hard at home and abroad over public spending priorities and legal
protection for foreign investors. Businesses must recognize their responsibilities as
social actors and bring their political experience to bear in the area of huinan rights
and human security.

V. Conclusion

This policy paper grows out of both the good news and the bad news discovered over thi
course a larger research project. The first source of good ncws is that there is no 'ethics
deficit' on the part of the vast majorit>' of Canadian firms. The good news for the
Government is that although more - and more focused - action is necessar>', the concret
building blocks for a strategic approach to this issue are either alreadv in nlare or nit
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